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Observation of the “Self-Healing” of an Error Field Island in the Large Helical Device
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It was observed that the vacuum magnetic island produced by an external error magnetic field in the
large helical device shrank in the presence of plasma. This was evidenced by the disappearance of
flat regions in the electron temperature profile obtained by Thomson scattering. This island behavior
depended on the magnetic configuration in which the plasmas were produced.
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Existence of a set of nested magnetic surfaces (magnetic
configuration) is a prerequisite for almost all toroidal mag-
netic confinement devices [1]. In the tokamak, a magnetic
configuration is generated by plasma current plus external
coil currents, and hence the concept of a vacuum mag-
netic configuration does not exist. On the other hand, the
stellarator, by its definition, possesses a vacuum magnetic
configuration that is able to confine plasma just as Nature
possesses a vacuum space-time that allows the existence
of matter. This fact makes it easier in the stellarator than
in the tokamak to study the interactions between the mag-
netic configuration and plasma such as the formation of
topological defects and their reactions on the plasma be-
havior. The vacuum magnetic configuration of a stellarator
is inevitably accompanied by topological defects such as
magnetic islands and stochastic regions as a result of a
weak violation of a helical symmetry. If these defects
are large in size or numerous, they will deteriorate the
plasma confinement considerably. This was a central issue
in stellarator development. However, nowadays, we can
make these topological defects small enough not to de-
grade the plasma confinement over a wide region by op-
timizing the coil-winding law [2]. Although the vacuum
magnetic configuration problem was thus solved, the ques-
tion whether a fairly good magnetic configuration is pre-
served in the presence of plasma has not yet been settled.
Cary and Kotschenreuther [3] showed that sharply peaked
currents near the island enhance or limit the island size, de-
pending on whether the average curvature is bad or good.
They also showed that in the hill region the islands overlap
for arbitrary small beta b � (kinetic pressure/magnetic
pressure). Hegna and Bhattacharjee [4] generalized the
above statement for higher b plasma with the result that
the well/hill criterion should be replaced by the resistive
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interchange stability criterion. Hayashi et al. [5] compu-
tationally found that the vacuum magnetic surfaces of an
L � 2�M � 10 heliotron/torsatron configuration are, in-
deed, broken at high b, giving a more stringent limit on
b than that imposed by equilibrium. Hayashi et al. [6]
also discovered that as b increases the islands present
in the vacuum heliac configuration diminish (“self-heal”)
and then reappear with the flipped phase at a higher b.
Bhattacharjee et al. [7] formulated a theory to explain the
above “self-healing” phenomenon. Hegna [8] further gen-
eralized the above theories to incorporate the effect of a
bootstrap current. Since these theoretical and numerical
predictions have a crucial consequence for stellarator de-
velopment, it is quite important to give experimental evi-
dence for/against the predictions. Although there were
many measurements of the vacuum islands in stellarators
[9], no report appeared on their behavior in plasmas. This
is partly due to the lack of appropriate diagnostics, and
partly due to the smallness of the hitherto used stellarators.
With the start of the large helical device (LHD) experi-
ment with sophisticated diagnostics [10], we could first
(we think) observe the island behavior in a stellarator in
the presence of plasma.

LHD [11,12] is a superconducting magnet system com-
posed of an L � 2�M � 10 helical coil and three pairs
of poloidal coils. The currents in these coils are fed in-
dependently, allowing us to change the shape and posi-
tion of the magnetic surfaces as well as the magnetic field
strength on axis Bax up to 3 T. The plasmas we analyze
in this Letter were produced in two magnetic configura-
tions with different magnetic axis positions: Rax � 3.75
and 3.6 m. The poloidal cross sectional views of magnetic
field lines at a horizontally elongated section are shown for
the Rax � 3.6 and 3.75 m configurations in Figs. 1(A) and
© 2001 The American Physical Society 135002-1
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FIG. 1. Poloical cross sectional views of a bundle of magnetic
field lines in LHD. Top: the designed (A) Rax � 3.6 m and
(C) Rax � 3.75 m configurations. Bottom: the error field added
(B) Rax � 3.6 m and (D) Rax � 3.75 m configurations. Note
the magnetic islands in (B) and (D) with the error fields.

1(C), respectively. In the absence of plasma (vacuum), a
substantially wide space is filled with almost completely
nested magnetic surfaces bounded by a stochastic region.
It is noted that the Rax � 3.6 m configuration has a much
thinner stochastic region than the Rax � 3.75 m configu-
ration. The above two configurations are ideal ones that
would be obtained if the construction were perfect. The
practically obtained magnetic field would contain small er-
ror fields arising from sources such as coil-winding/posi-
tioning errors. The error field may resonate on the low order
rational magnetic surfaces and may generate magnetic is-
lands. Indeed, a vacuum error field island was observed
by an electron beam mapping method [12] to have a mode
m�n � 1�1 and the O-point crossing width of 80 mm at a
vertically elongated section. The Rax � 3.6 and 3.75 m
configurations with the error field added give the cross sec-
tional views as shown in Figs. 1(B) and 1(D), respectively,
at the toroidal position where the Thomson scattering mea-
surements were done. Our interest is toward what happens
to these vacuum magnetic configurations when plasma is
produced. Although the exact magnetic configuration is
difficult to measure directly with the presently available
diagnostics, we may infer the state of a magnetic configu-
ration from the fine-spatial profile of electron temperature
(Te), which is supposed to be constant along a magnetic
field line, as was demonstrated in tokamaks [13,14]: If a
Te profile has a flat region or a bump near a rational sur-
face, this probably implies an island, though the possibility
of a very local heating or a local transport anomaly cannot
be ruled out. The Thomson scattering system [15] installed
on LHD was designed to repetitively measure Te and elec-
tron density (ne) at 200 positions along the major radius on
the Z � 0 plane at the horizontally elongated section. At
present, significant signals are observed only on 120 posi-
tions. The spatial resolution, defined by the full width at
half maximum of the position-responsivity relation of the
light collection optics, is 20 mm at the scattering position
R � 4.5 m and 35 mm at R � 2.5 m.

In the static magnetic configurations shown in Fig. 1,
prefilled hydrogen or helium gases were ionized by sub-
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MW range electron cyclotron resonance waves and subse-
quently heated and maintained by neutral beam injection
(NBI) (150 keV, �5 MW). Normally, repeated gas puffing
or multiple hydrogen ice pellet injection fueled the plasma.

The evolution of the island was best observed in the
Rax � 3.6 m configuration. An example is shown in
Fig. 2, together with the time evolutions of the diamag-
netic energy Wp and the line averaged electron density
�ne�. Figure 2(A): when �ne� rose enough to yield Thom-
son scattering signals, t � 0.7 s, the width of flat regions
just inside the i�2p � 1 surface, which are supposed to
represent an island, were already smaller than the vacuum
island size. In this low density phase, the island can be
noticed only when several laser-shot data are averaged.
The reduced island changed its size from time to time until
t � 1.5 s. Figure 2(B): in the period 1.6 s , t , 2.6 s,
the island almost disappeared. Figure 2(C): in the rapidly
decaying phase, when �ne� is high and Te is low and
therefore the plasma is highly collisional, the island reap-
peared with the width and phase consistent with the vac-
uum island. In the Rax � 3.75 m configuration, the island
seemed to shrink more easily than in the Rax � 3.6 m
configuration, as shown in Fig. 3. When �ne� rose enough
to yield Thomson scattering signals [Fig. 3(A)], the island
already shrank almost completely, and seldom reappeared
in the rapidly decaying phase of the plasma [Fig. 3(C)].
We notice weak bends in the Te profiles around the
i�2p � 1 positions at both sides.

All the above data were obtained for the plasma in
which the working gas was fueled gradually by gas puff-
ing. When multiple hydrogen ice pellets were injected, the
reduced island grew drastically, as in the example shown
in Fig. 4. Upon pellet injection, the almost “self-healed”

FIG. 2. Te(�) and ne (�) profiles at three different instances
of a discharge in the Rax � 3.6 m configuration. Bax � 2.75 T.
The solid lines are i�2p profiles. The vertical lines show
i�2p � 1 positions. Diamagnetic energy Wp and line averaged
electron density �ne� evolved as shown in the bottom.
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for a discharge in the Rax � 3.75 m
configuration with Bax � 2.5 T.

island reappeared [Figs. 4(A) and 4(B)]. Interestingly, just
after pellet injection [Fig. 4(B)] the phase flipped by p�2
and gradually returned to the vacuum phase. The island
size at t � 1.6 s [Fig. 4(C)] is larger than the vacuum is-
land. In addition to the above typical behavior, the island
showed diverse behavior on pellet injection: In some dis-
charges the island grew with the same phase as the vacuum
island, and in others it preserved its “self-healed” state.

All the data shown above were obtained for low b

plasma. A natural question is what happens when b is fur-
ther raised. The Te profile of a plasma with the average
b � 2% is shown in Fig. 5. Although the central region
somewhat became irregular, the 1�1 island remains incom-
pletely “self-healed.” Furthermore, the plasma became
larger, exceeding the vacuum stochastic region, implying
a mechanism to “self-heal” even the stochastic region.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 for a discharge in the Rax � 3.6 m con-
figuration with five pellets injected between 0.6–0.8 s. Bax �
2.75 T.
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The change in the vacuum magnetic island implies that
currents were induced in the plasma or the surrounding
conductor. If the current is driven by an internal force
that does not interact with (is not aware of) the island,
the resultant internal error field will have a phase with
respect to the external error field that distributes as f0 �
�const 1 2p�10�k, k � 0, 9� with an equal probability
of occurrence because LHD is invariant under the rotation
angle �2p�10�k, k � 0, 9� about the central axis (C10
symmetry). The interference between the internal and ex-
ternal error fields will cause the island to show up with
different shapes and phases shot by shot, which was ob-
served only for pellet injection. The NBI, whose operation
breaks the C10 symmetry, may generate an internal error
field with the phase that happens to cancel the external
error field. We examined Te profiles of plasmas heated
and maintained by NBI with co-, counter-, and balanced
injection modes, but no appreciable difference was found.
Hence, the island shrinkage can be ascribed to a plasma
current that interacts with the island itself.

It may be worthy to compare the above observations
with the theory given by Hegna [8], though its applica-
bility to the n�m � 1�1 island is somewhat questionable.
The saturated island width in units of toroidal flux C at a
rational surface is given by

W � D�2 1 �D2�4 1 jC 1 sw2
yj�

0.5, (1)

where s � 61 depending on whether the phase difference
between the internal and external error fields fB � 0 or
p, and wy is the width of the vacuum island. C comes
from the field produced by the resonant component of the
Pfirsch-Schulter (PS) current, which can be regarded as
the internal error field and is absent in the tokamak be-
cause of its axisymmetry. D arises from the field pro-
duced by the currents that interact nonlinearly with the
island. Hegna included the bootstrap current as well as
the PS current and expressed D � c1��Dnc 1 DR

y� with
positive constants c1 of O�1�, where Dnc is the bootstrap
current contribution (the neoclassical effect) and DR

y is
the PS current contribution (the Glasser effect). If D , 0,
Eq. (1) implies the shrinkage of the island. Following the

FIG. 5. Te and ne profiles of a b � 2% plasma in the Rax �
3.6 m configuration. Bax � 0.75 T.
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FIG. 6. Resistive interchange effect D
y
R and neoclassical effect

Dnc for the plasma shown in Fig. 2(B) (left) and the plasma
shown in Fig. 3(B) (right).

expressions given in [8], we numerically calculated Dnc
and DR

y for the plasmas formed in the Rax � 3.6 and
3.75 m configurations with the results shown in Figs. 6(A)
and 6(B), respectively. For both configurations, DR

y is
slightly positive and then has a weakly destabilizing ef-
fect. The iota profile has a positive radial gradient for
both configurations, which together with a negative pres-
sure gradient satisfies the conventional stability condition
for the neoclassical tearing mode. However, the situation
is somewhat more complicated for the LHD case. The ra-
dial dependence of the magnetic field strength spectrum for
the Rax � 3.6 m configuration makes Dnc slightly positive
in the outer region (R . 4.3 m), as shown in Fig. 6(A)
[16]. The overall effect Deff � Dnc 1 DR

y is slightly
positive at about i�2p � 1, implying the growth of the
island. However, in view of the limited accuracy of the cal-
culation [16] and the crudeness of the ne profile, the ob-
tained small Deff should be regarded as rather marginal.
On the other hand, for the Rax � 3.75 m configuration,
Dnc is negative enough to surpass the weakly destabilizing
DR

y. These numerical results seem to explain the observed
tendency that the island “self-heals” more easily in the
Rax � 3.75 m configuration than in the Rax � 3.6 m con-
figuration. Granting the “self-healing” by the neoclassical
effect, the reappearance of the island in Fig. 2(c) may be
explained by the suppression of the bootstrap current due to
high collisionality (.20), but for qualitative argument we
need more accurate theory and experiment. The observed
135002-4
“self-healing” property is a favorable feature of LHD com-
pared with the tokamak, in which a seed island grows as
well known as neoclassical tearing instability [17].

The behavior of the island in response to pellet injec-
tion is diverse, as mentioned above. This may be ex-
plained by the C term in Eq. (1), which can be regarded
as an internal error field, with s � 61 being replaced with
s � exp�ifB� to allow the arbitrary phase relation between
external and internal error fields. Upon pellet injection,
global plasma current may be induced and may generate
an internal error field that resonates on a rational surface,
which may differ in magnitude and phase depending on the
plasma parameters when the pellet is injected, causing the
island to appear diversely as observed. The pellet injection
may also alter the sign and magnitude of D appreciably,
thus causing the phenomenon to be extremely complex.
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